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growth phase could contribute to microburst mechanism14
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Abstract15

Radiation belt codes evolve electron dynamics due to resonant wave-particle interactions.16

It is not known how to best incorporate electron dynamics in the case of a wave power17

spectrum that varies considerably on a ‘sub-grid’ timescale shorter than the computational18

time-step of the radiation belt model ∆tRBM, particularly if the wave amplitude reaches19

high values. Timescales associated with the growth rate of thermal instabilities are very20

short, and are typically much shorter than ∆tRBM. We use a kinetic code to study electron21

interactions with whistler-mode waves in the presence of a thermally anisotropic back-22

ground. For ‘low’ values of anisotropy, instabilities are not triggered and we observe simi-23

lar results to those obtained in Allanson et al. (2020, https://doi.org/10.1029/2020JA027949),24

for which the diffusion roughly matched the quasilinear theory over short timescales. For25

‘high’ levels of anisotropy, wave growth via instability is triggered. Dynamics are not well26

described by the quasilinear theory when calculated using the average wave power. Strong27

electron diffusion and advection occurs during the growth phase (≈100ms). These dynam-28

ics ‘saturate’ as the wave power saturates at ≈ 1nT, and the advective motions dominate29

over the diffusive processes. The growth phase facilitates significant advection in pitch30

angle space via successive resonant interactions with waves of different frequencies. We31

suggest that this rapid advective transport during the wave growth phase may have a role32

to play in the electron microburst mechanism. This motivates future work on macroscopic33

effects of short-timescale nonlinear processes in radiation belt modelling.34

Plain language summary35

Naturally and anthropogenically generated electromagnetic waves interact strongly with36

ambient charged particles in the Earth’s geospace environment. These interactions can37

lead to rapid particle energisation and a hazardous radiation environment. Modern society38

is underpinned by the hundreds of radiation-vulnerable satellites that orbit within this haz-39

ardous radiation environment. It is therefore important to be able to model the evolution40

of these charged particles to mitigate risk as well as possible. In this paper we study the41

response of electrons to electromagnetic ‘whistler-mode’ waves using a fully physics-based42

code. The main advance is that we consider this interaction in the context of a realisti-43

cally diverse plasma composition, including components that are unstable. This allows us44

to consider the competing effects of incident waves, and naturally generated waves aris-45

ing from the unstable plasma background. We find that for ‘typical/low’ values of unstable46

plasma, the electron dynamics can be well modelled by the standard theory. However, for47

a more highly unstable background, we observe very different dynamics. This study mo-48

tivates future work on how to incorporate the effect of an unstable plasma background in49

the modelling of electron dynamics.50

1 Introduction51

Whistler-mode waves play an important role in the dynamics of electrons in energy52

and pitch-angle space in the Earth’s inner magnetosphere (e.g. see Horne et al. [2005];53

Thorne [2010]; Artemyev et al. [2016]), as well as a variety of laboratory, solar, space54

and astrophysical plasmas (e.g. see Stenzel [1999]; Stawicki et al. [2001]; Podesta and55

Gary [2011]; Riquelme and Spitkovsky [2011]; Verscharen and Chandran [2013]; Kuzichev56

et al. [2019]; Tong et al. [2019]; Jeong et al. [2020]). System-scale modelling of ener-57

getic electrons in terrestrial and planetary radiation belts is usually achieved using Fokker-58

Planck diffusion codes (e.g. see Beutier and Boscher [1995]; Albert et al. [2009]; Su et al.59

[2010]; Subbotin et al. [2010]; Glauert et al. [2014]), in which the radial and ‘local’ (en-60

ergy and pitch-angle) diffusion of particle distributions is mediated via resonant wave-61

particle interactions. The diffusion coefficients in these models are calculated using the62

long-established quasilinear theory [Drummond and Pines, 1962; Vedenov et al., 1962;63

Kennel and Engelmann, 1966; Lerche, 1968; Lyons, 1974; Summers, 2005]. Two of the64
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core assumptions of this theory are that: (i) the wave amplitude is a small perturbation to65

the background field; (ii) and that the wave spectrum is constant in time over the duration66

for which the diffusion coefficient is calculated - the so-called ’limit of resonant diffusion’67

[Kennel and Engelmann, 1966] (i.e. electromagnetic waves have zero growth rate).68

It is now well known that large amplitude whistler-mode waves are not rare in the69

outer radiation belt [Cattell et al., 2008; Cully et al., 2008; Breneman et al., 2011; Kel-70

logg et al., 2011; Li et al., 2011; Wilson III et al., 2011; Watt et al., 2017, 2019; Tyler et al.,71

2019]. For example, up to 30% of long-duration chorus waves possess properties that72

indicate that the quasilinear treatment should fail [Zhang et al., 2018, 2019]. These are73

termed ‘nonlinear wave-particle interactions’. Despite the fact that the waves evident from74

these observations appear to violate the above assumption, diffusion codes based on the75

quasilinear theory can yield very good results (e.g. see Thorne et al. [2013]; Li et al. [2014];76

Glauert et al. [2018]).77

Electron dynamics due to nonlinear interactions with large-amplitude chorus waves78

(and other large amplitude electromagnetic waves) are in principle markedly different to79

those that are consistent with the quasilinear theory [Nunn, 1971; Karpman et al., 1974;80

Bell, 1986; Albert, 2002; Omura et al., 2007; Bortnik et al., 2008; Albert and Bortnik,81

2009; Mourenas et al., 2018]. One of the major unresolved problems in radiation belt82

physics is therefore to understand the relative importance of nonlinear wave-particle dy-83

namics in system-scale modelling of the radiation belts, and how to implement these ef-84

fects. Theoretical and modelling studies indicate that a full treatment of the evolution of85

electron distributions during nonlinear interactions may require the inclusion of extra ‘ad-86

vective’ terms in the Fokker-Planck equation in energy and pitch-angle space [Albert and87

Bortnik, 2009; Liu et al., 2012; Lee et al., 2018; Vainchtein et al., 2018; Artemyev et al.,88

2018; Zheng et al., 2019; Gan et al., 2020; Allanson et al., 2020], as well as the ‘diffusive’89

terms that are the mainstay of numerical models of the radiation belts [Schulz and Lanze-90

rotti, 1974; Glauert et al., 2014].91

Test particle and particle-in-cell simulations have indicated that electron dynamics92

closely follow the quasilinear result for low amplitude whistler-mode and elecromagnetic93

ion cyclotron (EMIC) waves, but that the diffusion coefficient itself ‘saturates’/‘falls-off’ as94

the wave amplitude increases above a certain threshold [Liu et al., 2010; Tao et al., 2011,95

2012; Allanson et al., 2020], i.e. above this wave amplitude threshold, the extracted diffu-96

sion coefficient is smaller than the quasilinear result. These numerical experiments were97

performed in the context of a background cold plasma (either directly in the particle-in-98

cell case, or indirectly via the cold plasma dispersion relation in the test-particle case),99

such that there is no wave generation via thermal anisotropy instabilities. While this is of-100

ten a good approximation since the inner magnetosphere is overwhelmingly composed of101

cold and thermally isotropic plasma, it is well known that ‘hot’ and/or thermally anisotropic102

electron populations are prevalent [Li et al., 2010; Chen et al., 2012; Gao et al., 2014] and103

play a key role in wave and particle dynamics within the inner magnetosphere.104

Recent theoretical work has in fact demonstrated the significant effect of hot and105

anisotropic plasma populations (via modifications to the dispersion relation) on the calcu-106

lation of diffusion coefficients due to plasmaspheric hiss waves [Cao et al., 2020]. Particle-107

in-cell experiments investigating electron dynamics in energy and pitch-angle space have108

also demonstrated the strong time-dependence of electron diffusion during the growth and109

saturation phase of self-consistently generated whistler-mode waves [Camporeale and Zim-110

bardo, 2015]. Intriguingly, it was shown that electron diffusion was strongest during the111

growth phase of the waves, proceeding at a rate that was more rapid than one might ex-112

pect by naively applying the quasilinear results. Strictly speaking one shouldn’t apply the113

‘resonant diffusion’ version of the quasilinear theory result during a wave growth phase,114

but for reasons to be discussed in Section 4, it can be a useful comparison. The authors115

compared their particle-in-cell results to test-particle codes, since test-particle codes are116

expected to reproduce quasilinear theory in the low-amplitude case [Tao et al., 2011]. Fur-117
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thermore, the diffusion was weaker during saturation (when wave amplitude is nearly con-118

stant in time), and proceeding at a rate slower than that the comparison extracted from the119

test-particle codes. These results are interesting for two reasons: (i) diffusion was weakest120

during the wave saturation period, i.e. the period of strongest wave amplitude (quasilinear121

theory predicts diffusion that scales with the square of wave amplitude); (ii) the observed122

‘saturation’ of the diffusion during wave saturation somewhat resembles the aforemen-123

tioned results obtained by Liu et al. [2010]; Tao et al. [2012]. To be specific, whilst the124

experiments considered in Camporeale and Zimbardo [2015] are quite different to those125

in Liu et al. [2010]; Tao et al. [2012], the interesting resemblance regards the saturation of126

the diffusion as the wave amplitude increases/is increased.127

Kinetic physics numerical codes are the only means available to study self-consistent128

particle dynamics during nonlinear wave growth and saturation. In this paper we use a129

particle-in-cell code to study the effects of: (i) increasing background thermal anisotropy;130

(ii) and increasing wave amplitude on electron dynamics due to interactions with whistler-131

mode waves. In particular we wish to discover: (i) whether or not the quasilinear the-132

ory comprehensively describes the electron dynamics; (ii) under what circumstances this133

breaks down; (iii) the nature of the dynamics if not quasilinear diffusion. The experiments134

in this paper are designed to complement and build upon other recent studies, in particu-135

lar the test-particle experiments by Tao et al. [2011], and the particle-in-cell experiments136

by Camporeale and Zimbardo [2015]; Allanson et al. [2020], that were briefly discussed137

above. We combine some features from each of these works and analyze the electron re-138

sponse to a combination of ‘driven’ and self-consistently generated whistler-mode waves139

with a particle-in-cell code. In particular, we are interested to discover in which cases the140

wave-driving or the self-consistent internally generated waves dominate.141

This paper is organised as follows. In Section 2 we outline the setup of the 10 nu-142

merical experiments and their wave properties. In Sections 3 and 4 we analyze the results143

from experiments with ‘lower’ and ‘higher’ thermal anisotropy respectively. Sections 5144

and 6 conclude with a discussion, summary and an indication of possible future work.145

2 Outline of the numerical experiments146

We analyze electron dynamics in response to interactions with electromagnetic waves147

using the EPOCH particle-in-cell (PiC) code [Arber et al., 2015]. We use the boundary-148

value-problem experimental method as introduced and benchmarked in Allanson et al.149

[2019]. This method was developed to analyze the electron response to whistler-mode150

waves in the context of a kinetic plasma physics code, via the extraction of electron ‘tracer’151

particle dynamics in energy and pitch-angle space. In Allanson et al. [2020], this method152

was used to analyze the particular effect of increasing whistler-mode wave amplitude on153

electron dynamics, in the presence of a thermally isotropic background cold plasma and154

uniform background magnetic field. The nature (and justification) of the set-up of the nu-155

merical experiments to be used in this paper almost exactly replicates those used in Al-156

lanson et al. [2020] (e.g. boundary conditions, number of particles per cell, total domain157

length, run-time, spatial and temporal resolution, wave-driving mechanism), and so we158

shall omit most of this discussion for the sake of brevity. The most important physical159

parameters for the wave-particle interaction are chosen as follows: electron and proton160

number density (ne = np = 107m−3), appropriate for L ≈ 6; equatorial approximation of161

the uniform background magnetic field (Bx,By,Bz) = (140nT,0,0); ordinary electron gy-162

rofrequency fce ≈ 3919Hz; electron plasma to gyrofrequency ratio fpe/ fce ≈ 7.2 (note that163

these are the same as the parameters used in Tao et al. [2011]). We use a realistic proton-164

electron mass ratio mp/me = 1,836.2. Each run required approximately 20,000-30,000165

cpu hours (depending on the number of nodes used), and these were performed either us-166

ing the UK Research and Innovation (UKRI) Science and Technology Facilities Council167

“DiRAC” facility (www.dirac.ac.uk), or the UKRI Natural Environment Research Council168

“ARCHER” facility (www.archer.ac.uk).169
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As is a very common approach in such numerical experiments (e.g. see Liu et al.170

[2010]; Tao et al. [2011]; Liu et al. [2012]; Camporeale and Zimbardo [2015]; Campore-171

ale [2015]; Gao et al. [2017]; Tao et al. [2017]; Chen et al. [2017, 2018]; Kuzichev et al.172

[2019]; Allanson et al. [2019, 2020]), we consider one field-aligned dimension (x), which173

is a reasonable approximation near the magnetic equator (i.e. uniform fields and field-174

aligned wave propagation) [Tsurutani and Smith, 1977], i.e. the region that is most im-175

portant for whistler-mode wave generation [Li et al., 2010, 2012; Gao et al., 2014; Teng176

et al., 2018]. We therefore use the one-dimensional version of the EPOCH code, such that177

all quantities have spatial gradients in the x direction only. This is often referred to as a178

“3V1D” configuration (i.e. 3 dimensions in velocity space and 1 dimension in real space).179

We note that on the one hand, the limitations imposed by our uniform magnetic field ide-180

alization mean that we can’t realistically simulate the generation and subsequent develop-181

ment of nonlinear rising-/falling-tone chorus waves in an inhomogeneous field appropri-182

ately. Nonlinear chorus generation is usually [Omura et al., 2008; Hikishima et al., 2020],183

but not always [Wu et al., 2020], considered to require background field inhomogeneities.184

However, the idealised nature of our numerical experiments does allow us to more accu-185

rately compare the experiment results to the original fundamental quasilinear theory (e.g.186

Kennel and Engelmann [1966]), developed under the uniform magnetic field assumption.187

We hope that any lessons learned from these experiments will guide us in future works188

that may include background gradients, and therefore electron bounce motion.189

Whilst the cold plasma approximation is often a good first-order treatment in the190

radiation belt context, plasma within the Earth’s inner magnetosphere is known not to be191

exclusively composed of cold and thermally isotropic components. A better approxima-192

tion to reality would be to consider the addition of some higher temperature and thermally193

anisotropic electron components (e.g. see Li et al. [2010]; Chen et al. [2012]; Gao et al.194

[2014]), which can be thermally unstable and susceptible to self-consistent generation195

of whistler-mode waves [Gary, 1993]. The main difference between this study and that196

presented in Allanson et al. [2020] is that we consider the effect of allowing the electron197

component of the background plasma to have minority populations characterized by higher198

temperatures and thermal anisotropy. This approach allows us to analyze the changing199

nature of the electron response in different experiments for different values of both: (a)200

the background anisotropy; (b) the driving wave-amplitude. This scheme builds upon and201

blends the approaches used in Camporeale and Zimbardo [2015]; Allanson et al. [2020], to202

give an even more detailed understanding of nonlinear electron dynamics.203

The exact initial conditions for the electron species used in the experiments are fully204

detailed in Table 1. All distribution functions are initialized in our experiments as rela-205

tivistic bi-Maxwellians if anisotropic, and as relativistic Maxwellians if isotropic. Parallel206

and perpendicular temperatures are defined using the second-order moments of the distri-207

bution (e.g. see Xiao et al. [1998] for a discussion). The parameter that describes the tem-208

perature anisotropy is defined by AT = T⊥/T‖ − 1 such that a thermally isotropic species209

has AT = 0. The electron cold, ‘cool’, ‘warm’ and ‘hot’ species have densities accord-210

ing to 0.9778np, 0.02np, 0.002np, and 0.0002np respectively (these sum up to np to ensure211

quasineutrality). These density parameters and the temperatures shown in Table 1 are cho-212

sen to resemble ‘typical’ (Runs I-V) and ‘higher’ (Runs VI-X) levels of thermal anisotropy213

respectively. The parameters in Runs I-V were chosen to resemble typical values that are214

consistent with the findings of Li et al. [2010]; Chen et al. [2012], and the parameters for215

Runs VI-X were chosen to represent correspondingly “high” values (i.e. twice the value of216

T⊥/T‖ of Runs I-V). The ion component is initialized as a cold and isotropic Maxwellian217

species in every run with AT = 0 and T⊥ = T‖ = 1eV.218

In the same manner as described in Allanson et al. [2019] and utilized in Allanson221

et al. [2020], we excite incoherent right-hand polarized and field-aligned whistler-mode222

waves within the computational domain by perturbing the left-hand boundary with electro-223

magnetic field oscillations with frequencies uniformly distributed in the range 0.2 fce <224
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Table 1. Initial conditions for electron species in the numerical experiments219

Runs Cold component ‘Cool’ component ‘Warm’ component ‘Hot’ component
n = 0.9778np n = 0.02np n = 0.002np n = 0.0002np

(T⊥,T‖, AT ) (T⊥,T‖, AT ) (T⊥,T‖, AT ) (T⊥,T‖, AT )

I-V (1eV,1eV,0) (2.7keV,2keV,0.35) (25keV,20keV,0.25) (115keV,100keV,0.15)
VI-X (1eV,1eV,0) (5.4keV,2keV,1.7) (50keV,20keV,1.5) (230keV,100keV,1.3)

Table 2. Some key wave properties for the numerical experiments220

Run rms amplitude of magnetic Bw: rms amplitude (Bw/B0)
2

component of EM wave of magnetic component of EM
source at boundary waves within domain (averaged
(constant in time) over all run time)

I 1 pT ≈ 1.79pT ≈ 1.63 · 10−10

II ≈ 3.16 pT ≈ 5.83pT ≈ 1.73 · 10−9

III 10 pT ≈ 18.6pT ≈ 1.77 · 10−8

IV ≈ 31.6 pT ≈ 58.1pT ≈ 1.72 · 10−7

V 100 pT ≈ 194pT ≈ 1.92 · 10−6

VI 1 pT ≈ 1.54nT ≈ 1.21 · 10−4

VII ≈ 3.16 pT ≈ 1.56nT ≈ 1.24 · 10−4

VIII 10 pT ≈ 1.61nT ≈ 1.32 · 10−4

IX ≈ 31.6 pT ≈ 1.67nT ≈ 1.42 · 10−4

X 100 pT ≈ 1.76nT ≈ 1.58 · 10−4

–6–
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f < 0.4 fce. Table 2 presents the rms amplitude of the magnetic component of these225

waves: (a) at the left-hand boundary source; (b) spatially and temporally averaged over226

the entire spatial domain and run time. This choice of frequency spectrum is intended to227

be a generic example of ‘broadband and incoherent waves’, and is the same as chosen in228

the test-particle study by Tao et al. [2011]; Allanson et al. [2019, 2020].229

Figure 1 presents the time-dependent wave power normalised to the background230

magnetic field (with B2
w = B2

y + B2
z ) for each run. The blue lines depict Runs I-V, and231

the pink-red lines show the power for Runs VI-X. The vertical black line at t ≈ 0.03s232

represents the time at which the travelling waves excited within the domain first reach the233

right-hand boundary. A clear separation in resultant wave power is evident in Runs I-V234

(which have the lower anisotropy). These runs are therefore dominated by the value of the235

incident wave amplitude, and no significant thermal instability is triggered. The situation236

is quite different for Runs VI-X. Despite the fact that these runs are driven with the same237

incident wave amplitudes as Runs I-V respectively, they exhibit much higher wave ampli-238

tudes within the domain. These runs exhibit clear linear and nonlinear wave growth, and239

subsequent saturation (reached by t ≈ 0.11s in the ‘latest’ case). Runs VI-X are there-240

fore dominated by the thermal instability. Interestingly, wave growth and saturation occurs241

most quickly for Run X, which is the case with the highest driving wave amplitude. These242

results demonstrate the well-known fact that for an instability to promote the growth of243

waves quickly to high amplitudes and nonlinear saturation, one requires a ‘sufficient’ sup-244

ply of free energy, as determined by the number density and value of AT for the minority245

anisotropic components (e.g. see Tang and Summers [2019]).246

Figure 1. Time-dependent wave power normalised to the background magnetic field (with B2
w = B2

y + B2
z )

for each run. The blue lines depict Runs I-V, and the pink-red lines show the power for Runs VI-X. The ver-
tical black line at t ≈ 0.03s represents the time at which the travelling waves excited within the domain first
reach the right-hand boundary.

247

248

249

250

Figure 2 presents various spectral information regarding the By component of the251

electromagnetic waves within the domain, for different runs. Since we have a one-dimensional252

domain, we only have field-aligned wave propagation. Therefore the whistler-mode waves253

are right-hand polarised, and the spectral information regarding the By component is qual-254

itatively the same as for the Bz component. We use By (or we could equivalently use Bz)255

for the Fourier analysis, because this quantity is readily available from the experiment256
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output and contains all information required for field-aligned waves, i.e. a field-aligned257

whistler-mode wave with frequency f that propagates in the x direction is a sum of two258

linearly (y and z) polarised sinusoidal waves (that themselves propagate in the x direction)259

with the appropriate phase difference. Note that the ‘Fourier amplitude’ that we shall re-260

fer to for By at a given frequency in Figures 2a and 2d is the amplitude A of one linearly261

polarized wave mode ∼ A sin(k x − 2π f t). The Fourier amplitude values at each individ-262

ual frequency f are (as should be expected) significantly lower than the value of Bw, since263

Bw is formally calculated by integrating wave power (in By and Bz) over all relevant fre-264

quencies. The Fourier amplitude at a given frequency in our experiments is observed to be265

about 1 order of magnitude lower than the value of Bw, corroborating with previous exper-266

iments conducted with similar broadband spectra (e.g. see discussions in Tao et al. [2011,267

2012]).268

Figures 2a and 2d show the temporally and spatially averaged Fourier amplitude269

of the By component for all runs. The horizontal black lines in Figure 2a show the av-270

erage power in the 0.2 fce < f < 0.4 fce range. Runs I-V once again demonstrate clear271

separation in wave power, as determined by the amplitude of the wave-driving mecha-272

nism. Furthermore, we see that wave power within the domain is well-localized to the273

0.2 fce < f < 0.4 fce region, matching the frequency range of the driver. However, we274

see from Figure 2d that the wave power for Runs VI-X: (i) do not exhibit significant sep-275

aration; (ii) do display significant wave power over a much wider frequency band than for276

Runs I-V. The thermal instability in Runs VI-X has clearly triggered wave power over the277

majority of the whistler frequency domain. Figures 2b and 2e show time-frequency con-278

tour plots of the power in the By component for Runs III and VIII respectively, as exam-279

ples. Figure 2b further confirms the localization of power to the 0.2 fce < f < 0.4 fce band,280

whereas Figure 2e shows that the wave power spectra rapidly ‘spreads’ over wider regions281

of frequency space over a time period that roughly matches that of the instability.282

Whistler-mode waves in the magnetosphere frequently (but not always, e.g. see Teng283

et al. [2019]) have a ‘power gap’ at 0.5 fce, separating the ‘lower-band’ ( flh < f < 0.5 fce,284

for flh the lower-hybrid frequency) and ‘upper-band’ (0.5 fce < f < fce) [Burtis and285

Helliwell, 1969; Tsurutani and Smith, 1974]. However, we do not see that phenomenon286

in our experiment. This is not unexpected for the following reasons. It is now accepted287

that Landau damping by whistler-mode waves plays an important role in establishing the288

power gap (e.g. see Ratcliffe and Watt [2017]; Li et al. [2019]; Chen et al. [2021]). Lan-289

dau damping by whistler-mode waves in this context requires a parallel component of the290

whistler-mode wave field perturbation vector, and this can only exist if the wave normal291

angle is non-zero (i.e. obliquely propagating modes with k × B0 , 0). We note that, whilst292

this Landau damping mechanism necessarily requires the existence of obliquely propagat-293

ing whistler-mode waves to occur, the power-gap effect can be observed in both the field-294

aligned and oblique modes (e.g. see Taubenschuss et al. [2014]). However, we only have295

electromagnetic waves modes that propagate (anti-)parallel to the field-aligned direction in296

our experiments (k × B0 = 0). Therefore there is no Landau damping by whistler-mode297

waves in our experiments.298

Once the thermal instability saturates (at roughly t ≈ 0.08s for Run VIII), we see299

that the wave spectrum stops widening in frequency space, and slowly begins to become300

more narrow, (in a manner somewhat similar to that in Tao et al. [2017]; Chen et al. [2017,301

2018]; Kuzichev et al. [2019]). This narrowing occurs as the instability saturates and the302

anisotropy decreases, reducing the maximum frequency with positive growth rate (i.e. the303

condition on marginal instability is satisfied in a smaller ranger of frequencies) [Kennel304

and Petschek, 1966; Ossakow et al., 1972; Tao et al., 2017]. Figures 2c and 2f show the305

‘dispersion relation’ for the By component of the wave for Runs III and VIII, with the306

cold-plasma whistler-mode dispersion relation [Stix, 1992] overplotted in cyan. We see307

that wave power is localized to the whistler band in both cases. These are presented as308

examples, and this result is common for the other runs. As is now to be expected, wave309
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power is once again localized to the 0.2 fce < f < 0.4 fce band of the whistler-curve for310

Run III, but exhibits a wider spread in frequency space for Run VIII.311

Coherent chirping (rising- or falling-tone) chorus waves [Meredith et al., 2020] are312

the whistler-mode wave modes that are most usually considered (and modelled) to reach313

high amplitudes and be responsible for nonlinear wave-particle interactions (see discus-314

sion in the Introduction). A background magnetic field inhomogeneity is considered to be315

fundamentally important to promote rising- and falling-tone chorus waves to high ampli-316

tudes [Omura et al., 2008] (however note recent experiments that demonstrate rising- and317

falling-tone chorus in a uniform magnetic field Wu et al. [2020]). However, less structured318

whistler-mode waves have been observed by a number of studies to be prevalent in the319

equatorial/near-equatorial regions outside of the plasmasphere [Tsurutani and Smith, 1974;320

Li et al., 2012; Tsurutani et al., 2013; Gao et al., 2014; Shumko et al., 2018]. These wave321

modes have been termed “hiss-like” or even “hiss-like chorus” (hereafter we use the term322

“hiss-like”). They can reach high amplitudes, and they have frequencies in the lower-band323

chorus range, i.e. above the range of plasmaspheric hiss.324

For example, Li et al. [2012] conducted a survey of whistler-mode waves using near-325

equatorial Time History of Events and Macroscale Interactions during Substorms (THEMIS,326

Angelopoulos [2008]) data, and found many instances of quasi-field aligned broadband327

hiss-like whistler-mode waves with 0.1 − 0.5 fce lower-band frequencies outside the plasma-328

sphere. They found that the hiss-like bands predominantly in the regions of higher fpe/ fce,329

including high-amplitude waves (magnetic component > 300pT). Furthermore, Gao et al.330

[2014] similarly considered THEMIS whistler-mode wave data outside the plasmapause,331

and correlated occurrence statistics of hiss-like waves with the relative proportion of “hot”332

plasma (“Nh”) to total plasma (“Nt”). They found that hiss-like waves were more com-333

mon than rising tones or falling tones. They also found that ≈ 0.5 − 1nT hiss-like waves334

could be observed, and quoting: “With the increase of Nh/Nt, the occurrence rate of hiss-335

like emissions generally increases, and the corresponding wave amplitudes become larger.”336

We also highlight the work of Katoh and Omura [2013], using hybrid numerical exper-337

iments of whistler-mode wave generation (both chorus and “broadband hiss-like” emis-338

sions). They found that the excitation of broadband hiss-like emission with amplitudes339

comparable to discrete chorus elements was found in the experiment with lowest field-340

line inhomogeneity. Similarly unstructured lower-band whistler-mode spectra have been341

observed in kinetic physics (spatially one-dimensional) numerical experiments that stud-342

ied whistler-mode wave generation via anisotropic instability [Tao et al., 2017; Chen et al.,343

2017, 2018; Kuzichev et al., 2019].344

3 Lower anisotropy: dynamics dominated by incident waves354

Theoretical radiation belt quasilinear diffusion coefficients are derived using compli-355

cated formulae that depend on the background plasma, number density, and electromag-356

netic wave spectral properties [Kennel and Engelmann, 1966; Lerche, 1968; Lyons, 1974;357

Glauert and Horne, 2005; Summers, 2005]. Radiation belt numerical models then solve358

diffusion equations that utilize these diffusion coefficients. These Fokker-Planck equations359

describe the statistical evolution of the particle distribution functions, in a manner that is360

consistent with Markovian stochastic dynamics [Wang and Uhlenbeck, 1945]. For a given361

ensemble of particles that are initially localised at t = t0 to some initial value of energy362

and pitch angle (E0, α0), the formal (Markovian) definition of the pitch-angle diffusion co-363

efficient (for example) at the point (E0, α0) in energy pitch-angle space is given by364

Dαα,formal(E0, α0) := lim
∆t→0

〈(α − α0)
2〉

2∆t
, (1)

where 〈...〉 is the ensemble average (i.e. the mean) [Liu et al., 2010; Zheng et al., 2019;365

Allanson et al., 2020]. Note that this definition does not diverge as ∆t → 0, since the366

numerator is itself of order (∆t)1 [Wang and Uhlenbeck, 1945; Reif , 2009; Zheng et al.,367
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Figure 2. Spectral information regarding the By component of the electromagnetic waves within the do-
main, for different runs. (a) - Fourier amplitude of By component over entire run time for Runs I-V (each
curve represents a different run such that the amplitude increases with increasing run number, and the hori-
zontal lines plot the average of each curve in the 0.2 fce < f < 0.4 fce range); (b) and (e) - normalised power of
By component as a function of frequency and time for Runs III and VIII respectively; (c) and (f) - ‘dispersion
relation’ for By component over entire run time for Runs III and VIII respectively; (d) - Fourier amplitude of
By component over entire run time for Runs VI-X (VI: blue, VII: green, VIII: orange, IX: red, X: black). The
vertical black and green lines in (a) and (d) shows 0.2 fce,0.4 fce and fce respectively. The horizontal black
lines in (b) and (e) show 0.2 fce,0.4 fce.

345

346

347

348

349

350

351

352

353

2019]. This equation defines the diffusion coefficient as being proportional to the rate of368

increase of the ensemble mean of the ‘squared pitch-angle change’ (the change is with369

respect to the initial value, i.e. α0 = 〈α(t = t0)〉. This formula is slightly different to the370

one that is actually more commonly used and discussed, which is given by371

Dαα,approx(E0, α0) := lim
∆t→0

〈(α − 〈α〉)2〉

2∆t
= lim
∆t→0

variance(α)
2∆t

, (2)

where 〈α〉 is the mean of the pitch angle values at t = t0 + ∆t. This equation defines the372

diffusion coefficient as being proportional to the rate of increase of the variance of the373

ensemble of values. We can observe that the expression in equation (2) is different to that374

in equation (1), by virtue of the fact that375

〈(α − α0)
2〉 = 〈(α − 〈α〉)2〉 + (〈α〉 − α0)

2, (3)

and therefore Dαα,formal ≥ Dαα,approx, since the final term on the RHS of equation (3)376

is non-negative. As explained in Zheng et al. [2019] and references therein, for a system377
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with well-defined small stochastic changes, Dαα,formal → Dαα,approx as ∆t → 0, since378

(〈α〉 − α0)
2/(2∆t) → 0 as ∆t → 0.379

In Figure 3 we present the evolution of the quantities 〈(α − α0)
2〉 (Figure 3a) and380

〈(α − 〈α〉)2〉 (Figure 3b), for ensembles of particles that are initially localized to bins in381

energy and pitch-angle space that are resonant with whistler-mode waves at f = 0.3 fce.382

Each ensemble of electrons has 17,777 members. We start tracking the electron data from383

the time (t ≈ 0.03s) at which the whistler-mode waves first reach the right-hand side of384

the physical domain (as discussed in Section 2). The plots are labelled and color-coded385

for electrons with initial values of pitch angle α0 =5◦, 15◦, 25◦, 35◦, 45◦, 55◦, 65◦, 75◦,386

85◦, 89◦. The asterisks show data from the numerical experiment, and the straight lines387

are those that are consistent with the Dαα as predicted using the PADIE software [Glauert388

and Horne, 2005] for a Gaussian fit to the average of the wave spectrum. We see that the389

two figures show near-identical results to each other (despite the different measures used),390

and very good agreement with the PADIE results. This indicates that treatment with a391

‘standard’ quasilinear Fokker-Planck diffusion code (i.e. one with only diffusive terms,392

e.g. see Schulz and Lanzerotti [1974]) would be expected to yield good results (at least393

for values of ∆t roughly of the order of that used in this experiment, but possibly longer).394

We have performed similar comparisons with the results from PADIE for all Runs I-V, and395

find qualitatively similar results to those obtained for the 5 runs conducted with a cold and396

isotropic plasma background in Allanson et al. [2020] (e.g. see Figure 6 in that paper).397

Therefore we do not repeat that presentation for the sake of brevity.398

Figure 3. Diffusive measures of electron dynamics in pitch angle space for Run I according to: (a)
〈(α − α0)

2〉; (b) 〈(α − 〈α〉)2〉 for electrons with initial values of pitch angle α0 =5◦, 15◦, 25◦, 35◦, 45◦,
55◦, 65◦, 75◦, 85◦, 89◦, and energies that correspond to particles resonant with f = 0.3 fce. The asterisks
show data from the numerical experiment, and the straight lines are those that are consistent with the Dαα as
predicted using the PADIE software for a Gaussian fit to the average of the wave spectrum. Each ensemble
of electrons has 17,777 members. We start tracking the electron data from the time (t ≈ 0.03s) at which the
whistler-mode waves first reach the right-hand side of the physical domain (as discussed in Section 2)

399

400

401

402

403

404

405

In order to gain further insight into the nature of the particle dynamics, we present406

scatter plots that track the movement of ensembles of particles in (E, α) space for Runs407

I and V. Figures 4(a-d) each present the trajectories of 17,777 electrons scattering from408

a given initial (E, α) bin at 4 snapshots in time from Run I. In each case the blue rect-409

angle outlines the domain (i.e. the bin) in (E, α) space of the electrons at beginning of410

the tracking period t ≈ 0.03s (this is labelled as “t = 0” in this Figure, and subse-411

quent such Figures). The final snapshot represent the end of the numerical experiment412

(“t = T”). The overplotted curve is the line that defines resonant energies and pitch an-413

gles with f = 0.3 fce waves. Underneath each scattering plot we present a histogram of414

those particles in pitch-angle space. Each bin represents electrons with energies initially415

resonant with f = 0.3 fce waves, for pitch angles according to (a) - 15◦; (b) - 35◦; (c) -416

55◦; (d) - 75◦. The vertical black/blue line marks the mean value of the distribution at the417
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initial/current time. The scatter plots show that diffusion is very weak in this case, since418

particles barely move outside of their initial bin. Likewise, the histograms do not demon-419

strate significant changes in the individual pitch-angle distributions.420

Figures 5(a-d) present the same information but for Run V. The overplotted curves430

are the lines that define resonant energies and pitch angles with waves at frequency f =431

0.2 fce, 0.3 fce, 0.4 fce (such that lower energy particles, at a fixed pitch angle, resonate with432

higher frequency waves). The vertical red line in Figures 5a,b are drawn at α = 3◦, which433

is the approximate value of the equatorial loss cone at L = 6. Of course our experiments434

are performed in the context of a uniform background magnetic field and we have no par-435

ticle loss, and so this line is drawn purely to provide an indication of possible dynamics436

into/out of the equatorial loss cone. In contrast to the results from Run I, we see much437

more significant diffusion. Within the total run-time, we see that significant proportions438

of electrons are able to move in (E, α) space so that they are in resonance with waves of a439

frequency ±0.1 fce different to that with which they were initially resonant. The histograms440

show the clear development of initially narrow distributions into broader distributions, as441

is generally expected in the diffusive paradigm. Furthermore, Figures 5a,b (the ensembles442

initially located at 15◦,35◦) do show some transport to pitch angle values within the loss443

cone.444

In Figure 6 we plot the trajectories of 30 randomly chosen electron trajectories for456

particles with energies and pitch angles initially resonant with waves of frequency f =457

0.3 fce for Runs I ((a) and (b), 35◦ and 75◦ respectively) and V((c) and (d), 35◦ and 75◦458

respectively). The thin ‘central’ overplotted black line represents the mean value of the 30459

electrons, and the thicker black lines represent the mean ±1 standard deviation, which is460

a proxy measure for diffusion according to equation (2). The results from Run I further461

demonstrate the minimal diffusion present over the timescale considered. Furthermore,462

the mean value of the electrons effectively stays constant. For Run V we see that an ef-463

ficient diffusive process is taking place. The electron ensemble initially localized to 75◦464

demonstrates some small level of advection in the mean value, but the diffusive process465

still appears to dominate.466

It is helpful to construct a proxy quantity that compares the ‘rate of diffusion’ with473

the ‘rate of advection’. We use dimensionless quantities that were also used by Gan et al.474

[2020] when analyzing nonlinear electron-whistler interactions, namely475

〈E〉 − E0√
〈(E − 〈E〉)2〉

, (4)

in energy space and476

〈α〉 − α0√
〈(α − 〈α〉)2〉

, (5)

in pitch-angle space, for (E0, α0) the initial value that defines a given ensemble. Both the477

absolute value and the time-derivative of these quantities can yield useful information.478

Figure 7 plots these quantities to indicate the ratio of advection to diffusion for Run V in479

energy space (a) and pitch angle space (b). We do not show the results for Run I since the480

ratios are essentially nil in that case, corroborating with the previous results to show that481

advective processes are negligible for that case, on this timescale. The color-coded plots482

show data for electrons with initial values of pitch angle α0 =5◦, 15◦, 25◦, 35◦, 45◦, 55◦,483

65◦, 75◦, 85◦, 89◦, and energies that correspond to particles resonant with f = 0.3 fce.484

The results from Run V show that: (i) advective processes are present; (ii) pitch-angle ad-485

vection appears to be stronger than energy advection (as might be expected for a plasma486

with fpe � fce in which pitch-angle dynamics are dominant, e.g. see Summers [2005]);487

(iii) in all cases the results are bounded by ±1, thus indicating that diffusive dynamics are488

the dominant process. Interestingly, it seems that electrons with pitch-angle values < 45◦489

experience net positive advection, and that electrons with pitch-angles > 45◦ experience490

net negative advection. As a phenomenological interpretation, this results makes sense491
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when we observe the evolution of the mean of the histograms in Figure 5, as the ensem-492

ble pitch-angle distributions rapidly spread across pitch-angle space. We note that similar493

results were found in the test-particle studies by Liu et al. [2012]; Lee et al. [2018] for the494

case of electron interactions with EMIC waves in a uniform background field.495

4 Higher anisotropy: dynamics dominated by instability501

In this Section we consider the results from Runs VI-X which have the higher lev-502

els of background anisotropy (see Table 1 for all details). The wave power and spectral503

profiles are all qualitatively similar for each Run VI-X since they are dominated by the in-504

stability and saturate at roughly the same amplitude. Therefore we only analyze Run VIII505

in detail as a representative example.506

Figure 8 presents diffusive measures of electron dynamics in pitch angle space for507

Run VIII according to the two definitions from equations (1) and (2), i.e.: (a) 〈(α − α0)
2〉;508

(b) 〈(α−〈α〉)2〉. These are shown for electrons with the same color coding as for Figure 3,509

and also resonant with waves of frequency f = 0.3 fce. The asterisks show data from the510

numerical experiment, and the straight lines are once again those that are consistent with511

the Dαα as predicted using the PADIE software for a Gaussian fit to the average of the512

wave spectrum. In contrast to the results from Runs I-V, we see that the quasilinear diffu-513

sion prediction does not effectively describe the dynamics over the timescale considered,514

since they overestimate the amount of diffusion in both cases. We note here that, formally515

speaking, the variety of quasilinear theory that we compare to (the limit of ‘resonant diffu-516

sion’ [Kennel and Engelmann, 1966]) should only be applied to time invariant wave spec-517

tra. This is clearly not the case for Runs VI-X, as demonstrated in Section 2, and so it518

would seem that we should not compare our experimental data in this manner. However,519

the total run-time of the dynamics considered is ≈ 0.26s, and this is much shorter than520

the typical timesteps used in radiation belt diffusion codes, which are usually of the or-521

der of tens of seconds, minutes or even longer. Numerical diffusion codes therefore do not522

model rapid variations in the wave power spectral densities such as those presented here.523

Instead they consider the wave power averaged over longer timescales. We are therefore524

comparing the results from our numerical experiments with the predictions made using the525

averaged wave power in the quasilinear theory, in order to more effectively compare with526

the philosophy and approach that is used in current diffusion codes.527

We can immediately make 3 main observations from considering Figure 8a and 8b.528

Firstly, the two different measures of diffusive dynamics (equations (1) and (2)) give very529

different results. This is unlike the case presented in Figure 3 for which they gave nearly530

identical results. As discussed in Section 3, this difference must be determined by the fol-531

lowing quantity532

(∆α(t))2 = (〈α(t)〉 − α0)
2. (6)

Therefore we can deduce that the mean value of electron ensembles change significantly533

over the timescale considered in pitch-angle space. The difference between these two mea-534

sures strongly suggests that one needs to be careful when extracting diffusion data from535

numerical experiments, interpreting diffusion coefficients, and when considering the re-536

sults in the context of the standard diffusion equation used in radiation belt modelling537

[Schulz and Lanzerotti, 1974]. In particular, with the experiment timescale that we con-538

sider (≈ 0.26s), and also therefore the typical time-step values (∆tRBM � 0.26s) of the539

magnitude commonly used in radiation belt diffusion models, we cannot appropriately540

construct a diffusion coefficient. This timescale/time-step size is too large (with respect541

to the rapid diffusion and advection) to be used in a numerical approximation of the mean542

square limit in the definition of the diffusion coefficient in equation (1) or (2).543

Secondly, and despite the fact that the two plots present very different results, we544

observe that the nature of the diffusion follows a similar pattern in both cases (in all but545

the two highest presented pitch angle samples). Namely, a growth period and subsequent546
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saturation period that roughly correlates with the observed wave growth and saturation547

timescales. As described in the Introduction, this feature bears an interesting resemblance548

to results obtained in Liu et al. [2010]; Tao et al. [2012]; Camporeale and Zimbardo [2015].549

Note that each of those 3 papers treated different problems in a different context (see the550

Introduction for a full description), but they all observed a ‘saturation’ in the diffusion due551

to wave-particle interactions, either for: (i) the case of individual experiments with a con-552

stant, but high wave amplitude (Liu et al. [2010] in the case of EMIC waves and Tao et al.553

[2012] in the case of whistler-mode waves); (ii) or for an experiment in which a whistler554

wave instability driven by thermal anisotropy underwent growth and saturation phases, in a555

manner somewhat similar to the experiments that we present [Camporeale and Zimbardo,556

2015].557

Thirdly, most of the particle ensembles considered in Figure 8b seem to saturate/asymptote558

towards similar values within the range ≈ 400 − 460deg2. This feature was also noted in559

the case of the experiment run by Camporeale and Zimbardo [2015], and can correspond560

to the pitch-angle variance of a 90◦-peaked pitch-angle distribution f (α) ∼ sinα.561

In Figure 9 we track particle scattering for Run VIII, in the same manner as pre-569

sented in Figures 4 and 5. Each bin once again represents electrons with energies initially570

resonant with f = 0.3 fce waves, for pitch angles according to (a) - 15◦; (b) - 35◦; (c) -571

55◦; (d) - 75◦. The overplotted curves are the lines that define resonant energies and pitch572

angles with waves at frequency f = 0.1 fce, 0.2 fce, 0.3 fce, 0.4 fce, 0.5 fce, 0.6 fce, 0.7 fce,573

0.8 fce, 0.9 fce (such that lower energy particles, at a fixed pitch angle, resonate with higher574

frequency waves). As before, the vertical black, blue and red lines in the histograms de-575

pict the mean value at the initial and current times, and the loss cone respectively. In all576

cases we see that electrons travel a much greater distance in pitch-angle space, as com-577

pared to Runs I and V. This rapid transport (diffusion and advection) allows electrons to578

cover regions of energy and pitch-angle space that are resonant with waves throughout the579

majority of the whistler-mode wave frequency range, as demonstrated by the overplotted580

resonance curves for different frequencies. These dynamics are facilitated by the wideband581

frequency range observed in the numerical experiment (see Figure 2). Furthermore, all582

cases demonstrate electron transport to within the loss cone.583

The pitch-angle distributions presented in Figure 9 of the individual ensembles demon-584

strate not only that each initial localized ensemble rapidly spreads to cover all pitch-angle585

space, but that the distribution is 90◦-peaked. This is in stark contrast to Runs I-V, in586

which electron ensembles only spread locally and with a broad distribution. This 90◦-587

peaked feature is common to all four presented cases 9(a-d). This corroborates with the588

results presented in Figure 8b (i.e. the asymptoting of the variance towards ≈ 400 −589

460deg2), and those results in Camporeale and Zimbardo [2015].590

In Figure 10 we plot the trajectories of 30 randomly chosen electron trajectories602

from Run VIII for particles with energies initially resonant with waves of frequency f =603

0.3 fce with pitch angle 15◦ (a); 35◦ (b); 55◦ (c); 75◦ (d). Once again the thin ‘central’604

black line represents the mean value, and the thicker black lines represent the mean ±1605

standard deviation. For the 15◦,35◦,75◦ cases we see a significant advective motion of the606

mean value. We also observe the expected diffusive spreading (i.e. the expansion of the607

standard deviation ‘width’) in all cases. These diffusive and advective dynamics are seen608

to be strongest during the wave growth-phase, and slow down during the saturation phase.609

Finally, in Figure 11, we present the ratios of energy (11a) and pitch-angle (11b) ad-615

vective and diffusive dynamics for Run VIII, as was done for Runs I and V in Figure 7,616

and using the formulas given by equations (4) and (5). This is done for electrons with ini-617

tial values of pitch angle α0 =5◦, 15◦, 25◦, 35◦, 45◦, 55◦, 65◦, 75◦, 85◦, 89◦, and energies618

that correspond to particles resonant with f = 0.3 fce. The plots show similar results as619

discussed for Run V in Figures 7(c-d), namely that: (i) advective processes are present;620

(ii) pitch-angle advection is larger than energy advection; (iii) and electrons with smaller621
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pitch-angle values experience net positive advection, while electrons with larger pitch-622

angles experience net negative advection. However, in contrast to Run V, we see that: (i)623

the significant dynamics occur during the wave-growth phase and saturate thereafter; (ii)624

the values reached are significantly larger, with |(〈α〉 − α0)/
√
〈(α − 〈α〉)2〉| bounded by 3625

for Run VIII, as opposed to 1 for Run V. This indicates that the wave-growth phase has626

facilitated significant advective dynamics to occur and to dominate on short timescales.627

5 Discussion633

Analysis of the electromagnetic wave properties have demonstrated the well-known634

and crucial role that the thermal composition of a background plasma can have on the re-635

sultant wave power and its evolution. In particular, our experiments demonstrate/confirm636

that for ‘high’ levels of anisotropy: (i) the wave power can reach ‘high’ amplitudes ≈ 1nT637

such that Bw ∼ O(B0/100); (ii) the high amplitude of the final saturation state is essen-638

tially unaffected by the lower amplitude incident wave power; (iii) but that saturation is639

reached more quickly for a higher amplitude of incident wave; (iv) wave power can rapidly640

spread over wider regions of frequency space over the wave-growth period, but then stop641

spreading as the wave power saturates (in a manner that is similar to other recent 1D PiC642

experiments that study whistler-wave growth via anisotropic instabilities [Tao et al., 2017;643

Chen et al., 2017, 2018; Kuzichev et al., 2019]).644

However, for the lower/‘typical’ levels of anisotropy, we see that wave propagation645

and spectral properties are relatively unaffected by the background thermal conditions, and646

thermal instabilities need not occur. When considering the electron dynamics in these low647

anisotropy cases (Runs I-V), we observe that the quasilinear approach seems appropriate648

over the short timescales considered. To be precise, the diffusive dynamics are observed to649

dominate over advective dynamics, and the extracted diffusion coefficients agree well with650

the predictions of the quasilinear theory obtained using PADIE software, when considered651

over ‘appropriately short timescales’ (as discussed in much more detail in Allanson et al.652

[2020]). Similar results are found in other numerical (test-particle) experiments that are653

consistent with a cold and isotropic plasma background (e.g. Tao et al. [2011] for whistler-654

mode waves and Liu et al. [2010, 2012] for EMIC waves).655

In the cases with higher anisotropy, we observe markedly different dynamics. Signif-656

icant diffusive and advective responses are observed, and these correlate with the wave-657

growth phase. As the rms wave-amplitude rapidly grows in time, we observe that the658

spectral width (bandwidth) also increases. By tracking the individual electron dynam-659

ics during this time we can see that this allows rapid transport to regions of energy and660

pitch-angle space that are resonant with very different frequencies to those with which661

they were initially resonant.662

Interestingly, these rapid dynamics contribute to the emergence of 90◦-peaked pitch-663

angle distributions for individual ensembles of electrons. Ensembles that are initially lo-664

calized to a given pitch-angle, scatter across all 0◦ < α < 90◦ pitch-angle space, to665

give ‘wedge-shaped’ 90◦-peaked distributions: (i) that have a functional profile and vari-666

ance roughly equivalent to that of a sinn α distribution [Camporeale and Zimbardo, 2015];667

(ii) and such as are known occur in the radiation belt plasma environment [Wrenn et al.,668

1979; Gannon et al., 2007; Zhao et al., 2020]. Note that the distributions that we present669

describe a given ensemble, and do not necessarily resemble the pitch angle distribution670

across all energy space.671

Electron microbursts [Anderson and Milton, 1964] are localised and short timescale672

(of the order of 100ms) electron precipitation events, with energy spectra from a few keV673

and up to the MeV range. Microburst events have been shown to correlate with equatorial674

and near-equatorial whistler-mode waves activity in a general sense, i.e. both: (i) coherent675

rising-tone chorus elements [Lorentzen et al., 2001; Breneman et al., 2017; Mozer et al.,676
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2018]; (ii) and also less structured lower-band whistler-mode spectra, including hiss-like677

spectra [Tsurutani and Smith, 1974; Tsurutani et al., 2013; Shumko et al., 2018]. It has also678

been demonstrated that whilst quasilinear theory results can sometimes happen to charac-679

terise the precipitation rate, it is likely that nonlinear wave-particle processes play a funda-680

mental role, especially when wave amplitudes reach ≈ 1nT values [Breneman et al., 2017;681

Mozer et al., 2018; Shumko et al., 2018]. Strong whistler-mode wave activity (including682

the less structured hiss-like variety) has been observed to correlate with raised levels of683

energetic electron density and anisotropy [Li et al., 2010; Gao et al., 2014], as according684

to the standard theory [Kennel and Petschek, 1966; Ossakow et al., 1972; Davidson et al.,685

1972; Tang and Summers, 2019]. In this paper we show that significant diffusion and ad-686

vection occurs during short-timescale (≈ 100ms) dynamics due to interactions with high-687

amplitude hiss-like whistler-mode waves (≈ 100nT at saturation), which are generated by688

strong (thermal-anisotropy driven) instabilities. Of particular note for comparison is the689

work by Shumko et al. [2018], in which Van Allen Probe data of near-parallel-propagating690

and near-equatorial hiss-like whistler-mode waves at L? ≈ 6 (with background electron691

number density ≈ 107m−3) indicated electron microbursts with a duration 150 − 500ms.692

These parameters and characteristics are very similar to those presented in this study. Col-693

lecting together all of these discussed results leads us to hypothesise that the wave-growth694

phase itself may play an important role in the electron microburst mechanism, for the few-695

tens of keV energy range. Since our experiments are conducted in the equatorial/uniform696

B approximation, this hypothesis will need to be confirmed via future studies that include697

electron bounce motion due to background magnetic field line inhomogeneities, and there-698

fore the existence of a loss cone.699

The results in this paper demonstrate the pivotally important role that anisotropic700

components can play in electron dynamics, despite the fact that such components may701

make up a very small portion of the total plasma density. This presents further motiva-702

tion for more detailed statistical models of the anisotropy and number density of the frac-703

tional higher temperature anisotropic species in the radiation belts. In particular, it would704

be interesting to know, on a statistical basis: (i) how extreme the levels of anisotropy can705

be; (ii) how often such ‘large’ values occur; (iii) and what proportion of the total electron706

density they constitute.707

6 Summary and Future Work708

The current limits on computational power dictate that any operational (physics-709

based) forecasting model of the Earth’s radiation belts must be a reduced-physics model,710

such as Fokker-Planck diffusion codes. However, it is clear that nonlinear wave-particle711

interaction effects, and more general nonlinear kinetic effects (such as wave growth and712

saturation) are not only interesting to study, but important to understand for modelling713

of high energy electron dynamics. The important and underlying question could be sum-714

marised: “how can we best incorporate very short-timescale effects (that may include the715

influence of very high-amplitude waves) into longer timescale global modelling of the ra-716

diation belts?” The work in this paper tries to stimulate further discussion on this impor-717

tant topic, and highlight some particularly interesting features of this large and challenging718

problem.719

Using the method established in Allanson et al. [2019], we analyze (in the radiation720

belt context) the electron response to a combination of externally driven and internally721

generated whistler-mode waves with realistic background thermal anisotropy, and with a722

kinetic plasma physics code. We observe that:723

1. For our experiments run with ‘lower/typical’ levels of anisotropy, wave proper-724

ties are relatively unaffected by the background thermal conditions. Furthermore,725

the quasilinear approach seems appropriate over the short timescales considered726
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(with some caveats in a similar manner to those that are discussed in Allanson et al.727

[2020], and similarly by Liu et al. [2010] in the case of EMIC waves);728

2. For experiments run with the ‘higher’ levels of anisotropy, an instability is triggered729

with growth and saturation phases. Electron dynamics during this instability are730

radically different to that predicted using the typical average wave power method in731

the quasilinear theory;732

3. During the wave growth phase the dynamics include both strong diffusive and ad-733

vective components which both saturate as wave power saturates, with the advective734

component often dominant;735

4. The growth phase facilitates rapid advective changes in electron pitch angle, via736

successive electron interactions with the (widening) resonance regions in energy737

and pitch-angle space.738

5. We hypothesise that the wave-growth phase for whistler-mode waves that saturate at739

high amplitudes may itself play an important role in the electron microburst mecha-740

nism for the few-tens of keV energy range.741

The work in this paper is intended to complement other recent studies that explic-742

itly compare the efficacy of the quasilinear diffusion theory with physics-based numerical743

experiments to describe electron dynamics when it may not be expected to be formally744

appropriate (e.g. see Liu et al. [2010, 2012]; Tao et al. [2011, 2012, 2013]; Camporeale745

and Zimbardo [2015]; Allanson et al. [2020]; Gan et al. [2020]). In particular, this paper746

motivates future work on the macroscopic impact of very short timescale and nonlinear747

processes in radiation belt modelling, and the effects of anisotropic background plasma748

components on electron scattering. Future work could include rigorous and detailed com-749

parisons between results from kinetic experiments and numerical diffusion models in en-750

ergy and pitch-angle space. Furthermore, a more realistic treatment of radiation belt par-751

ticle and wave dynamics should include particle mirror/bounce motion due to background752

magnetic field-line inhomogeneities (e.g. see Tao et al. [2012] for example experiments753

using a test-particle method). We aim to consider this problem using the particle-in-cell754

method in future works. In particular, it will be interesting to consider the suggestion755

raised in this paper that the nonlinear electron dynamics (diffusion and advection) dur-756

ing the rapid (≈100ms) wave-growth phase for whistler-mode waves that saturate at high757

amplitude (≈1nT) may contribute to the electron microburst mechanism.758
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Figure 4. Tracking the particle scattering from a given initial (E, α) bin at 4 snapshots in time from Run I.
In each case the blue rectangle outlines the domain (i.e. the bin) in (E, α) space of the particles at t = 0. The
overplotted curve is the line that defines resonant energies and pitch angles with f = 0.3 fce waves. Under-
neath each scattering plot we present a histogram of those particles in α space. The vertical black/blue line
represents the mean value of the distribution at the initial/current time. Each bin represents electrons with en-
ergies initially resonant with f = 0.3 fce waves, for pitch angles according to (a) - 15◦; (b) - 35◦; (c) - 55◦; (d)
- 75◦. Each ensemble of electrons has 17,777 members. “t = 0” in these plots refers to the time (t ≈ 0.03s) at
which the whistler-mode waves first reach the right-hand side of the physical domain (as discussed in Section
2), and “t = T” refers to the end of the experiment.
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Figure 5. Tracking the particle scattering from a given initial (E, α) bin at 4 snapshots in time from Run V.
In each case the blue rectangle outlines the domain (i.e. the bin) in (E, α) space of the particles at t = 0. The
overplotted curves are the lines that define resonant energies and pitch angles with f = 0.2 fce,0.3 fce,0.4 fce
waves (such that higher frequency waves resonate with lower energies, for a given pitch angle). Underneath
each scattering plot we present a histogram of those particles in α space. The vertical black/blue line repre-
sents the mean value of the distribution at the initial/current time, and the vertical red line indicates the equa-
torial loss cone value α ≈ 3◦. Each bin represents electrons with energies initially resonant with f = 0.3 fce
waves, for pitch angles according to (a) - 15◦; (b) - 35◦; (c) - 55◦; (d) - 75◦. Each ensemble of electrons has
17,777 members. “t = 0” in these plots refers to the time (t ≈ 0.03s) at which the whistler-mode waves first
reach the right-hand side of the physical domain (as discussed in Section 2), and “t = T” refers to the end of
the experiment.
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Figure 6. 30 randomly chosen electron trajectories for particles with energies initially resonant with waves
of frequency f = 0.3 fce with pitch angle 35◦ ((a) and (c)) and 75◦ ((b) and (d)), for Runs I ((a) and (b)) and
V((c) and (d)). The thin ’central’ overplotted black line represents the mean value of the 30 electrons, and
the thicker black lines represent the mean ±1 standard deviation. We start tracking the electron data from the
time (t ≈ 0.03s) at which the whistler-mode waves first reach the right-hand side of the physical domain (as
discussed in Section 2)
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Figure 7. Ratio of advection to diffusion for Run I in energy space (a) and pitch angle space (b); and also
for Run V in energy space (c) and pitch angle space (d). The plots show data for electrons with initial values
of pitch angle α0 =5◦, 15◦, 25◦, 35◦, 45◦, 55◦, 65◦, 75◦, 85◦, 89◦, and energies that correspond to parti-
cles resonant with f = 0.3 fce. We start tracking the electron data from the time (t ≈ 0.03s) at which the
whistler-mode waves first reach the right-hand side of the physical domain (as discussed in Section 2)
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Figure 8. Diffusive measures of electron dynamics in pitch angle space for Run VIII according to: (a)
〈(α − α0)

2〉; (b) 〈(α − 〈α〉)2〉 for electrons with initial values of pitch angle α0 =5◦, 15◦, 25◦, 35◦, 45◦,
55◦, 65◦, 75◦, 85◦, 89◦, and energies that correspond to particles resonant with f = 0.3 fce. The asterisks
show data from the numerical experiment, and the straight lines are those that are consistent with the Dαα as
predicted using the PADIE software for a Gaussian fit to the average of the wave spectrum. We start tracking
the electron data from the time (t ≈ 0.03s) at which the whistler-mode waves first reach the right-hand side of
the physical domain (as discussed in Section 2)
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Figure 9. Tracking the particle scattering from a given initial (E, α) bin at 4 snapshots in time from
Run VIII. In each case the blue rectangle outlines the domain (i.e. the bin) in (E, α) space of the parti-
cles at t = 0. The overplotted curves are the lines that define resonant energies and pitch angles with
f = 0.1 fce,0.2 fce,0.3 fce,0.4 fce,0.5 fce,0.6 fce,0.7 fce,0.8 fce,0.9 fce waves (such that higher frequency
waves resonate with lower energies, for a given pitch angle). Underneath each scattering plot we present a his-
togram of those particles in α space. The vertical black/blue line represents the mean value of the distribution
at the initial/current time, and the vertical red line indicates the equatorial loss cone value α ≈ 3◦. Each bin
represents electrons with energies initially resonant with f = 0.3 fce waves, for pitch angles according to (a)
- 15◦; (b) - 35◦; (c) - 55◦; (d) - 75◦. Each ensemble of electrons has 17,777 members. “t = 0” in these plots
refers to the time (t ≈ 0.03s) at which the whistler-mode waves first reach the right-hand side of the physical
domain (as discussed in Section 2), and “t = T” refers to the end of the experiment.
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Figure 10. 30 randomly chosen electron trajectories from Run VIII for particles with energies initially
resonant with waves of frequency f = 0.3 fce with pitch angle 15◦ (a); 35◦ (b); 55◦ (c); 75◦ (d). The thin ’cen-
tral’ overplotted black line represents the mean value of the 30 electrons, and the thicker black lines represent
the mean ±1 standard deviation. We start tracking the electron data from the time (t ≈ 0.03s) at which the
whistler-mode waves first reach the right-hand side of the physical domain (as discussed in Section 2)
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Figure 11. Ratio of advection to diffusion for Run VIII in energy space (a) and pitch angle space (b). The
plots show data for electrons with initial values of pitch angle α0 =5◦, 15◦, 25◦, 35◦, 45◦, 55◦, 65◦, 75◦, 85◦,
89◦, and energies that correspond to particles resonant with f = 0.3 fce. We start tracking the electron data
from the time (t ≈ 0.03s) at which the whistler-mode waves first reach the right-hand side of the physical
domain (as discussed in Section 2)
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